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these characteristics are what makes architecture a discipline that
transcends time and identity, and that is the essential condition for its
freedom. architecture is free of the will to impose itself or to dominate.

architecture is free of the will to exploit or to obtain a desired result.
architecture is free of the will to impose its own rules on others. architecture
is free of the will to control, to change, or to define. in the arab region, it is

not uncommon to see glass curtain walls being combined with wooden
beams, sculptural metal screens, and artificial trees to give an impression of

a lush, tropical environment. in addition, the arab region suffers from the lack
of a solid architectural tradition and the existence of a paucity of knowledge
of architecture and its history. this lack of knowledge and experience makes

it easy for the architect to rely on his imagination and dreams rather than the
real and the physical. the unknown and the ambiguous help to create a mist

that allows the imagination to run wild. the first one is the rule of unity of
meaning, that is, all the buildings, whether they be tombs, mosques,

bathhouses, bridges, or other buildings, must have a meaning. architecture is
to convey meaning to its users, and its form must be determined by the

meaning. for example, there is no doubt that the quadrangular bathhouse by
ibn daud in beirut, which is a type of building which is often found in

traditional villages, is a tomb for the owner, his family, and his ancestors. it is
not for their personal use. it is the tomb, and its form shows this fact.
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scruton does not see architecture as a single discipline, but as a family of
practices, all of which are united by the same concern. he defines them as
“disciplines of being”, “disciplines of living”, “disciplines of feeling”, and
“disciplines of knowing”. the architecture of ancients, he suggests, is an

expression of those disciplines. the west has an identity. in fact, its identity is
the identity of the world. it has an identity, an identity of the world. it is the most
powerful identity in the world, and it has no borders or restrictions. this identity
is based on the philosophy of the enlightenment, which emphasizes individual
freedom and a separation between the public and the private spheres. in other

words, it is the identity of a society that is based on individualism and the
pursuit of self-interest. the problem is that this discourse did not take into
account the history of architecture in the region. what was the history of

architectural discourse in the islamic world? what had actually happened and
what had actually taken place? had it achieved a critical level? what had

constituted architectural critique in islamic architecture? what was its nature and
purpose? what was the architectural experience? the experience of early islamic
architecture in the region was not, as some scholars believe, one of simply being

dependent on a foreign tradition, nor was it one of ignoring the region’s
heritage, but rather it was one of being the product of both a foreign and a

regional tradition. the practice of islamic architecture in the region is the by-
product of a unique combination of those two traditions. 5ec8ef588b
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